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Dig up fun facts about these Dino Dudes as you trace simple sketches of 20 awesome prehistoric

creatures.This is a Trace-Along title! White outlines on black scratch-off pages create a fun way for

younger children to trace illustrations.Recommended for ages 5 and up.Shrink-wrapped with a

wooden stylus for drawing on black-coated paper to reveal colors beneath. 64 pages.Includes 20

scratch-off, 20 illustrated, 20 sketch pages.6-3/8'' wide x 8-1/2'' high; wire-o bound

hardcover.Non-toxic. Potential eye irritant. Avoid inhaling particles of scratch coating. Not for

children under 5 years. Meets all applicable safety standards.
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I saw this at Barnes & Noble and decided to purchase online. It was an unexpected Christmas gift

for my 5-year-old boy who is not yet reading. In the two weeks since Christmas, he has gone

through the entire book. He LOVES it. I am pre-ordering the Pirate and Safari ones for his Birthday.

The only drawback I found was that the black pages rub off some on his hand, so if he rubs his eye

or something, it looks like we beat him. But it washes off and it's worth it to see him enjoy it so

much. I totally recommend it.



This one, and the Wizard of Oz one are prelined on the scratch pages, which makes it much easier

for little kids. It is very difficult to tell which ones have lines - I think it is only the ones marked for

ages for and up.

I have a bunch of these books, and enjoy them a lot. "Dino Dudes" isn't like the others. All pages

are pre-drawn, like a coloring book. There is room to add touches of your own sketch designs. The

back has 20 card stock pages to doodle, which is always nice!

These books are incredibly interesting and fun. It has different black papers that when drawn (using

special pencil included) will show up neon colors of hot pink, green, blue, orange etc. Will keep kids

entertained for hours. LOVE these.

My grandson just turned 5 in June and got him this book. He sat down with it and that was all she

wrote - he loves it. These books are such fun (have bought others for grandchildren)and they are a

good value too.

The pictures in this book are very cute, and I like how there are picture you can color as well as the

scratch off pictures. The only thing wrong with this product is the scratching tool it comes with does

not scratch the black coating of very well. You have to push this very hard and even then it doesn't

work that well. I've purchased scratch art before that includes a metal tool, I think something like

would work much better.

My 6 year old got this book for Christmas and it was one of his favorite gifts! He loves art and he

LOVED tracing the white lines in this book to scratch off the top layer, revealing the colorful or

sparkly paper underneath. He could have easily traced this book at age 4 or 5, too. The only

downside was that he liked it so much he completed the tracing in the book within two days. He

went back through the pages and added some of his own things then like trees, flowers, birds, etc.,

so I think the next book like this we get for him will be the kind without the lines for tracing. This was

a great book to get him started in scratch and sketch media, though! He enjoyed reading the

dinosaur descriptions, too!

My grandkids (and their parents as I see them drawing on these too) love these books. For the

younger ones I prefer the pages that already have designs/figures similar to a coloring book on



them to color in. Some of the Scratch and Sketch books do not have this coloring book designs and

are black blank pages so note if the one you purchase does or has printed designs. The 13 years

and older children prefer to do their own artwork designs and there are sketch books for them as

well. I bought these to amuse the children on the airplane and later church and it worked great!

They were busy, quiet, and happy drawing. A pencil type tool is included (just no lead in it). They

loves to see what color is underneath the black. Plus there are a LOT of choices to choose from.

Again note some have the coloring book designs and others are blank pages.
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